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with closed front
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and steel door for the wood box
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Product registration /extended warranty

Please register your Bullerjan® stove online at www.bullerjan.com/productregistration. 

This will help us to fight product piracy. In return we will extend the warranty on the body 
of your Bullerjan stove beyond the statutory period to a total of 5 years.

Why choose a Bullerjan®?

There are many good reasons for purchasing a wood burning
stove. A wood fire always means warmth and comfort, but 
also sustain ability, tradition and some degree of independence. 
From the beginning, lighting a fire has also always meant to 
take responsibility towards others and the environment. Our
 mission is to develop stoves that allow us all to fully enjoy the
 benefits and the beauty of fire with a clear conscience, today 
and in the future.

Enjoy the beauty of an ecologically sound fire
Nowadays, a nice fire by itself is not enough. Full enjoy-
ment involves consciously heating in the most efficient
and environmentally friendly way possible. Along with
perfectly harmonised combustion, this also requires
 highest quality materials and highest standards of work-
manship. A well-balanced chimney flue and the right
quality of wood provided, this ensures clean, sustainable
and economical combustion over the entire life span of
your stove.

Bullerjan is developing for the future – 
the optional ChimCat® catalytic converter
Already without a catalytic converter all of our stoves
comply with the emission thresholds currently in place 
in Germany and Europe. Nevertheless, we also offer 
our models B2 flex and B3 Keramik with an integrated
ChimCat® catalytic converter, which can also be retro-
fitted at any time. This highly  effective catalytic converter
significantly lowers emissions even further. This enables
everyone to make a larger  contribution to protecting the
environment than what is mandatory today.

Designed with you in mind
A stove from Bullerjan is always a statement – whether
burning or not – a statement for excellent functionality
and quality as well as for beautiful, self-confident func -
tional design. This is already true for our basic  models,
but given that a stove is a piece of furniture we think it
should fit your personal style as well as possible. This 
is why we offer extensive design flexibility. Different ped -
estals, handles, surface materials and colours can be
combined to meet your preferences.

Bullerjan Service
Trust requires service along with quality. A skilled 
advice, installation and repair service by our expert
 Bullerjan trade partners and our own customer service 
is an integral part of our professional identity.

Our basic principles for fire-experience, environment and service
• Most effective heat output with clean, forward-thinking combustion
• Independent and highly functional stove design that can be personalised
• Intuitive operation for a safe and individually controllable fire experience.
• Safety and durability by using the highest quality materials and workmanship
• A comprehensive service offering over the entire life of your Bullerjan stove 
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When developing our stoves we always follow the basic
principles applied when inventing the Free Flow, these
have been tried and tested for over 40 years now. As a
result, all our models stand out for excellent heat output,
intuitive  operation, the highest level of workmanship and
independent, customisable design. The different heating
properties range from the Free Flow hot air stoves which
heat the room instan taneously and comprehensively, 
to the B3 Keramik and B4 Keramik+ with fireclay filling,
which store heat and keep on radiating it for a long time.

Bullerjan Free Flow – Our classic
By inventing the Free Flow 40 year ago, Eric Darnell
 revolutionised the possibilities of heating with wood.
Spaces previously regarded as impossible to heat econo-
mically could now be heated quickly and evenly with 
the Free Flow. Its distinctive shape is a prime example 
of well thought-out, highly performing and rigorously
 implemented functional design. These properties have
made the Free Flow one of the best known and most
 recognised stoves around the world. With the intro-
duction also of smaller versions of the Free Flow, house-
holds of all sizes benefit from its extraordinary heating
properties. Further information on the Free Flow can 
be found on pages 28 to 38.

B4 Steel, Keramik und Keramik+

Our latest B4 fireplace was designed by Sebastian 
Herkner, just like the B3 model. The B4 has a spacious
combustion chamber with a large viewing panel, which
gives you an unobstructed view of the beautifully calm
burning fire. The B4 can be used in virtually any room
thanks to its wide power range (6 kW, 8 kW and 10 kW).
Intuitive control and an extremely high build quality are a
given with any Bullerjan product.

The B4 is available in three basic versions differing in
look and function. Moreover, you have a wide range 
of interesting ways in which to adapt your B4 to your 
interrieur design. Further information on the B4 can be
found on pages 6 bis 15.

B2 flex and B3 Keramik
When developing our most compact combustion 
chambers we focused first and foremost on environ-
mental aspects. The visibility of the fire, low space 
requirement and an elegant, timeless design were further
important aspects. Due to the optional catalytic con-
verter (ChimCat®) an environmental compatibility which
significantly and sustainably exceeds the current regu-
latory requirements can be reached. If you choose a 
version without catalytic converter the ChimCat® can
also be retrofitted at any time.

The B3 Keramik
One of our latest product is the elegant, functional and 
space-saving B³ Keramik   (3,9 kW, 5 kW and 6 kW). The 
B³ Keramik was  designed by the i nternationally 
acclaimed designer  Sebastian Herkner. The heat storing 
ceramics are hand made in Germany and available in 
many colours. Further information on the B³ Keramik can 
be found on pages 16 to 21.
The B2 flex 
The B² flex (3,9 kW, 5 kW and 6 kW) is already flexibly 
placeable due to its very modest space requirements. 
Steel, ceramic or stone cladding allow for a wide variabi-
lity of looks. In  addition there is the option of choosing 
between a  rounded or straight front as well as from two 
different pedestals. Further information on the B² flex 
can be found on pages 22 to 27.

Overview of Bullerjan models

Bullerjan® stoves are designed for people who, like us, love the
unparalleled atmosphere of a wood fire and at the same time
place significant value on safety, longevity and environmental
 sustainability.
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B4 Keramik+
(page 6 onwards)

B4 Steel
(page 6 onwards)

B3 Keramik
(page 16 onwards)

B2 flex BOX 
(page 22 onwards)

FF17 
(page 28 onwards)

The nominal heat output of stoves – which is dependent
on the amount of wood used – is generally stated in kW
(kilowatts). It represents an arithmetical mean value, the
”average heat output“ per unit of fuel burned. As an aid
when choosing a wood burning stove, 1 kW of nominal
heat output is the guide value for rooms of approximately
8–15 m2 in size at a ceiling height of 2.5 m. This may vary
de pending upon the installation site, the geographic
 position of your building, the properties of the room,
and the type of chimney.

As well as the volume of the room(s) which you wish to
heat, the level of insulation in them (floor, walls, windows,
roof) is crucial when calculating the required output. Please
consult your Bullerjan specialist dealer and your chimney
sweep regarding the  permissible and necessary heating
capacity for your specific room layout and conditions. 

The following table shall provide an initial guide for
choosing your Bullerjan stove (with 2.5m ceiling height):

capacity 
in kW

3.9–5.0
6.0 –8.0
10.0
14.2

degree of 
insulation 
very good

up to ca. 70 m²
up to ca. 100 m²
up to ca. 150 m²
up to ca. 210 m²

degree of 
insulation 

good

up to ca. 55 m²
up to ca. 75 m²

up to ca. 115 m²
up to ca. 160 m²

degree of 
insulation 
not good

up to ca. 40 m²
up to ca. 60 m²
up to ca. 85 m²

up to ca. 120 m²

Which stove provides the right level of heating 
for your room layout?
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B4 Keramik+ in glossy ivory
with ceramic tea-shelf  
and steel door for the wood box
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New 2018/2019: the B4 in Steel,  Keramik and Keramik +.
Design: Sebastian Herkner



B4 Keramik in matt cedar
with ceramic tea-shelf
and steel door for the wood box
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Creative versatility
As with Bullerjan's other models, you have ample 
opportunity to design your B4 according to your own
taste. It is available as a slim, elegant steel version and
two ceramic versions with very distinctive looks.

If you opt for ceramic, you may choose between a 
more modern (B4 Keramik) and a classic (B4 Keramik+)
design variation. Both models are available in a range 
of different colours in mat and/or glossy finishes. This 
allows you to decide if you would like your B4 Keramik 
to elegantly blend into your home or be a bolder 
design statement.

B4 Keramik+ with fireclay filling
You can also choose your B4 Keramik+ to be equipped
with additional fireclay filling, which will turn it into 
a serious heat-storing stove with a total weight of 
approx. 326 kg.

Why ceramics?
There is no doubt that, along with steel and cast iron, 
ceramics is amongst the most traditional of stove ma-
terials. The technical reason for this is its heat-resistancy
and outstanding heat storing capacity. From an aesthetic
point of view ceramics are great, because it allows al-
most any shape, surface and colour that one could think
of. This natural and fully sustainable material also has 
a particularly pleasant, homely feel about it. It also is ex-
tremely long-lasting, low maintenance and easy to clean.

Surfaces and colours
Along with the glaze colours which Sebstian Herkner
specially selected for Bullerjan, we offer a wide range of
other ceramic colours. With the appropriate notice we
can often even customise colours to individual requests.

High quality materials and workmanship
The B4’s particularly strong steel body makes it extre-
mely robust. In addition, potential wear parts particularly
exposed to the flames are replaceable even after many
years of use.

Wide performance-range and ready for RLU/DIBt*
With technically aproved nominal heat output of 6, 8 and
10 kilowatts, the B4 can be used in rooms of almost all
sizes. The B4 can optionally be operated completely in-
dependent of room air (RLU – Raumluftunabhängig) in
accordance with the requirements of the German Centre
of Competence for Construction (DIBt) and, as such, is
suited for use in low energy and passive houses with
controlled ventilation systems.

Bullerjan configuration tool
Please visit our website www.bullerjan.com and use 
our configuraton tool to combine the currently avail-
able range of colours and other eligible components 
to create your own version of the B4.

B4 in Steel, Keramik and Keramik+

The elegant and extremely versatile Bullerjan B4 was designed by
internationally acclaimed designer Sebastian Herkner. The large
combustion chamber and the calm, well-balanced flame pattern
enable unforgettable fireplace evenings. Optionally, the B4 can be
equipped with steel or ceramic coating. The ceramic is available in
two stylistically different designs and in many colour and surface
variations.

9
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B4 Keramik und Keramik+
Examples of configurations and colours

B4 Keramik in matt black
cover plate 
tea-shelf in ceramic matt black
black combustion chamber

B4 Keramik in matt brick-red
ceramic cover plate in matt brick-red
tea-shelf in matt black
black combustion chamber 
steel door for the wood box

B4 Keramik in glossy brillant white
cover plate in steel
closed front 
light combustion chamber

B4 Keramik in matt nymphea
ceramic cover plate
tea-shelf 
light combustion chamber
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B4 Keramik+ in matt savannah dark
tea-shelf 
light combustion chamber

B4 Keramik+ in matt black
closed front
black combustion chamber 
steel door for the wood box

B4 Keramik+ in glossy green
closed front 
light combustion chamber

B4 Keramik+ in matt mouse grey
tea-shelf 
light combustion chamber



B4 Steel
with black combustion chamber 
and steel door in front of wood box
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Nominal heat output and emission values
Nominal heat output (NHO) 
Exhaust gas mass flow rate at NHO 
Mean exhaust gas temperature
Delivery pressure
CO-content (13 % O2) 
CO-contend (13 % O2) 
Dust (13 % O2) 
Nox (13% O2) 
Mean OGC-content 
Efficiency
Energy Efficiency Index 
Energy Efficiency Class

Unit
kW
g/s
°C
Pa
mg/m3

Vol.-%
mg/m3

mg/m3

mg/m3

%

B4

6,0
6,5
264
12
1250
0,10
24
148
87
82
109
A+

B4

8,0
7,1
300
12
875
0,07
25
140
48
82
109
A+

B4

10,0
8,0
308
12
1250
0,10
29
120
61
82
109
A+

B4 Steel, Keramik and Keramik+
Product features and technical details

Main featues and design
• Elegant timeless design by Sebastian Herkner
• Large combustion chamber with large viewing window and effective window washing system
• Three models available in distinctive different designs: Steel, Keramik, and Keramik+
• B4 Steel – very slim, in classic black
• B4 Keramik – elegant contemporary design, ceramic cover plate and / or tea tray optional
• B4 Keramik+ – Sebastian Herkner’s interpretation of a traditional design.
The wide variety of colours and surface materials also allow for very modern configurations

• And the B4 Keramik+ with fireclay filling, is a compact storage stove with very high storage capacity
(total weight: 326 kg)

• Individual design options through a wide choice of ceramic glazes and -surfaces
• Optional ceramic tea-shelf (also available for B4 steel)
• Choice between light or black cladding for the combustion chamber
• Optional steel door for the wood compartment
• Four height adjustors allow you to adjust the stove to uneven floors
• Flue connection either at the rear or on top of the B4

Function and quality – Made in Germany
• Self-closing and -locking door with large viewing window
• Simple control of the fire through precisely coordinated air supply regulation
• Extremely solid combustion chamber made of 4 mm thick teel
• Firebox lined with high-quality coloured vermiculite
• Potential wear parts, can be replaced even after years, if necessary
• External air supply connection (if required) behind or below
• High effiency factor of 82 %
• Energy Efficiency Class A+
• Warranty extension (total 5 years) to the stove body on registering the product
• Comprehensive service offering by the Bullerjan specialist dealers or Bullerjan customer service

Technical Variations
• Optional complete independence of room air (Raumluftunabhängig RLU) in accordance with DIBt at no extra
  costs making it suitable for low energy and passive houses with controlled ventilation system.
• Proven nominal heat output of 6, 8 and 10 kW
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B4

Technical data
12

5 
cm

55 cm

12
5 
cm

60/67 cm

The Bullerjan B4 complies with the directives of the regulations for small and medium-sized firing systems of
the German Federal Emissions Control Regulations Level I and II (BImSchV), the requirements in accordance
with Art. 15a for Austria and the Swiss Fire Safety Regulations.

A+ A+

B4 Steel B4 Keramik /B4 Keramik+

Dimensions

Depth
Width
Height

Overall weight
Combustion chamber D/H/W:
Exhaust gas nozzle
Air supply nozzle
Height centre exhaust gas nozzle (approx.) 
Height centre air supply outlet (approx.) 
Distance rear wall/centre (top) exhaust 
gas nozzle

Distance to combustible materials 
Back
Sides – besides the stove
Sides up to 40 cm in front of the stove
Front from viewing glass
Floor

B4 Steel

45,0 cm
55,0 cm
125,0 cm

242 kg
34,5/35,0/41,0 cm
Ø15 cm
Ø10 cm
113,0 cm
14,3 cm
14 cm

30 cm
20 cm
50 cm
120 cm
0 cm

B4 Keramik

45,0 cm
60,0 cm
125,0 cm

276 kg
34,5/35,0/41,0 cm
Ø15 cm
Ø10 cm
113,0 cm
14,3 cm
14 cm

30 cm
20 cm
50 cm
120 cm
0 cm

B4 Keramik+

45,0 cm
67,0 cm
125,0 cm

283 kg
34,5/35,0/41,0 cm
Ø15 cm
Ø10 cm
113,0 cm
14,3 cm
14 cm

30 cm
20 cm
50 cm
120 cm
0 cm

B4 Keramik+
with fireclay
45,0 cm
67,0 cm
125,0 cm

326 kg
34,5/35,0/41,0 cm
Ø15 cm
Ø10 cm
113,0 cm
14,3 cm
14 cm

30 cm
20 cm
50 cm
120 cm
0 cm
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B³ Keramik in nymphea
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B3KeramikA compact heat storing 
stove with hand made
 ceramics. Designed 

by Sebastian Herkner
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B³ Keramik in matt black
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Compact heat storing stove
Despite its – for its modest size – considerable overall
weight of 217 kg, Sebastian Herkner’s design gives the
B³ a light and elegant appearance. The slender but
 extremely robust cast-iron pedestal contributes to this
effect. The ceramic weighs 110 kg and as such provides
enough additional mass for storing the fire’s heat for a
considerable time.

Versatility
Due to its deferred heat release, its 3.9 to 6 kW1 output
range, and its small footprint, the B³ is excellently suited
to small or particularly well insulated rooms. But it also
stands out as additional heating and a beautiful design
statement in larger living areas.

Heat storing ceramic
Along with steel and cast iron, ceramic is certainly the
most traditional material for stoves. In terms of tech -
nical properties, this is due to its thermal resistance 
and its excellent heat storage capacity. In terms of
 design, ceramic stands out for its flexibility regarding
shape and colour. In addition this completely natural
 material has a very pleasant and homely aura, is very
durable and easy to clean.

Surfaces and colours
Along with the glaze colours which Sebastian Herkner
specially selected for the B³ Keramik, we offer a wide
range of other surfaces. With the appropriate notice we
can often even produce colours to individual wishes.

Forward-thinking clean combustion
Although the B³ Keramik meets emissions levels currently
in force in Germany and Europe already without catalytic
converter, we also offer the option to equip it with an
 integrated ChimCat® catalytic converter. This expands
the stove’s clean output range from 5 kW to 3.9 to 6 kW,
 drastically reduces emissions, and therefore is the right
choice for ecoconcious fire enthusiasts.

High quality materials and workmanship
The B³ Keramik’s particularly strong, edged steel body
makes it extremely robust. In addition, potential wear
parts particularly exposed to the flames are made of
heat-resistant premium steel. If necessary, these are
 replaceable even after many years of use.

RLU/DIBt suitable
The B³ Keramik can optionally be operated completely
independent of room air (RLU – Raumluftunabhängig) 
in accordance with the requirements of the German
Centre of Competence for Construction (DIBt) and, 
as such, is suited for use in low energy and  passive 
houses with controlled ventilation systems.

Bullerjan configuration tool
Please visit our website www.bullerjan.com and use 
our configuration tool to view the currently available
range of side-covers and combine them in line with
your requirements. 

B3 Keramik

The elegant, functional and space-saving B3 Keramik  (3.9, 5 and 
6 kW) was designed by the  internationally acclaimed designer 
Sebastian Herkner. The B3 Keramik is a compact, modern inter-
pretation of a ceramic tiled stove with excellent fire and heat 
properties. Its harmonious proportions and elegant contemporary
design make the B3 a beautiful and timeless piece of furniture.

1With Chimcat® catalytic converter/5 kW without catalytic converter
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B³ Keramik in glossy white 
flue connection at the rear
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13
9,
8 
cm

52 cm

A+

B3 Keramik
Product features and technical details

Main features and design
• Elegant timeless design by Sebastian Herkner
• Compact radiation stove with significant storage capacity
• Nominal heat output of 5 kW without catalytic converter and 3.9 to 6 kW with catalytic converter
• Highly economical through extremely high efficiency factors of up to 88 percent
• Fireclay filled storage tiles hand made in Germany
• Individual design options through wide choice of ceramic glazes
• Stable cast-iron feet with four height adjusters for levelling on uneven floors
• Small footprint: W: 52 cm, D: 37 cm, H: 140 cm
• Flue connection either at the rear or on the top

Function and quality – Made in Germany
• Self-closing and -locking door with large viewing window
• Effective integrated window washing system
• Intuitive control of the fire using a precisely coordinated inflow of air
• Extremely solid combustion chamber of 4 mm thick, edged steel
• Firebox lining made of high-quality vermiculite and special robust fireclay
• Potential wear parts, in part of heat-resistant premium steel, can be replaced even after years if necessary
•Warranty extension (total 5 years) to the stove body on registering the product
• Comprehensive service offering by the Bullerjan specialist dealers or Bullerjan customer service

Technical versions
• Optional complete independence of room air (Raumluftunabhängig RLU) in accordance with DIBt at no
extra cost, making it suitable for low-energy buildings and passive houses with controlled ventilation. 
Please always clarify conditions in advance with your chimney sweep.
• Optional fitting with ChimCat® catalytic converter (can also be easily retrofitted) extends the clean output
range from 5 kW to 3.9 to 6 kW. This in combination with significantly reduced emissions levels make this
 option the right choice for the environment.

The B³ complies with the directives of the regulations for small and medium-sized firing systems of the 
German Federal Emissions Control Regulations Level I and II (BImSchV), the requirements in accordance 
with Art. 15a for Austria and the Swiss Fire Safety Regulations.

Bullerjan B3 Keramik
Tested nominal heat output (NHO)
Exhaust gas mass flow rate at NHO
Mean exhaust gas temperature
Delivery pressure
Mean CO2 content
CO content (13% O2)
CO content (13% O2)
Dust (13% O2)
Nox (13% O2)
Efficiency
EEI (Energy efficiency index)
Energy efficiency class

Unit
kW
g/s
°C
Pa
%
Vol.-%
mg/m3

mg/m3

mg/m3

%

with catalytic
 converter
3.9            6.0
4.66          5.13
252           277
12             12
7.38          9.47
0.034        0.021
419.9        260.0
29.9          28.9
90.0          95.4
84             86
112           115
A+              A+

without catalytic
converter
5.0
4.11
223
12
10,47
0.094
1,172.9
36.9
79.3
88
118
A+

Dimensions
Depth
Width
Height

Overall weight
Depth of combustion chamber
Exhaust gas nozzle
Air supply nozzle
Height centre exhaust gas nozzle (approx.)
Height centre air supply nozzle (approx.)
Distance from combustible materials
(sides/back/front)

B3 Keramik
36.8 cm
52.0 cm
139.8 cm

217.0 kg
25.5 cm
Ø15 cm
Ø10 cm
114.3 cm
51.0 cm
15/30/80 cm



B² flex BOX with rounded front, 
ribbed ceramic in nymphea
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Timeless and functional design
The external shape of the B² flex follows the technical
 requirements of its function. This is what gives it its time-
lessly fashionable, simple outline. The B² flex’s compact
dimensions make it fit even in small spaces. Both front
 versions can be freely combined with side-covers of
steel, hand-crafted ceramic or natural stone. This allows a
significant part of the B² flex’s appearance to be de fined
by you.

Two pedestals
The basic B² flex model with a height of only 1.10 metres
standing on stable steel feet appears very discreet but
has everything a high-quality stove needs. The B² flex
BOX version (1.25 metres high) allows easy storage of
 firewood under the combustion chamber. If preferred,
the firewood box can be enclosed with a precisely fitting
steel door.

Excellent efficiency
The B² flex can be approved for a tested nominal heat
output (NHO) of 5 kW, or if the version with the  ChimCat®

catalytic converter is chosen a NHO of 3.6 kW to 6 kW.
With ChimCat® the B² flex reaches an efficiency factor of
up to 84percent, without ChimCat® even up to 88percent.

Forward-thinking clean combustion
Although the B² flex meets emissions levels currently in
force in Germany and Europe already without catalytic
converter, we also offer the option to equip it with an
 integrated ChimCat® catalytic converter. This expands
the stove’s clean output range from 5 kW to 3.9 to 6 kW,
drastically reduces emissions, and therefore is the right
choice for ecoconcious fire enthusiasts.

High quality materials and workmanship
The B² flex’s particularly strong, edged steel body
makes it extremely robust. In addition, potential wear
parts particularly exposed to the flames are made of
heat-resistant premium steel. If necessary, these are
 replaceable even after many years of use.

RLU/DIBt suitable
The B² flex can optionally be operated completely
 independent of room air (RLU – Raumluftunabhängig) 
in accordance with the requirements of the German
Centre of Competence for Construction (DIBt) and, 
as such, is suited for use in low energy and passive 
houses with controlled ventilation systems.

Bullerjan configuration tool
Please visit our website www.bullerjan.com and use 
our configuration tool to view the currently available
range of pedestals and side-covers and  combine them
in line with your requirements.

The Bullerjan®B2 flex

True to our basic principles, we have also rigorously optimised
our most compact model in line with environmental compa t -
ibility, functionality and serviceability. This makes the B2 flex
 uncomplicated, reliable and, with up to 88 percent efficiency
factor, extremely economical. Along with its excellent capacity
for  heating rooms, the B2 flex’s large window allows unobstructed
views on its beautiful burning fire. Available with either steel feet 
or firewood box with a straight or rounded front.



B² flex Steel
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B2 flex
Product features

Main features and design
• Balance between convection and radiation heat
• Nominal heat output of 5 kW without catalytic converter and 3.9 to 6 kW with catalytic converter
• Highly economical through extremely high efficiency factor of up to 88 percent
• Choice between straight or rounded front
• Choice between “Standard” model on steel feet, and “Box” model with firewood box and, 
if requested with fitted steel door
• Side-covers in steel, ceramic (ribbed or smooth and in different colours) or natural stone
• Modest space requirements through compact dimensions
• Flue connection either at the rear or on the top
• Four height adjusters for levelling the stove on uneven floors

Function and quality – Made in Germany
• Self-closing and -locking door with large viewing window
• Effective integrated window washing system
• Intuitive control of the fire using a precisely coordinated inflow of air
• Extremely solid combustion chamber of 4 mm thick, edged steel
• Firebox lining made of high-quality vermiculite and special robust fireclay
• Potential wear parts, in part of heat-resistant premium steel, can be replaced even after years if necessary
•Warranty extension (total 5 years) to the stove body on registering the product
• Comprehensive service offering by the Bullerjan specialist dealers or Bullerjan customer service

Technical versions
• Optional complete independence of room air (Raumluftunabhängig RLU) in accordance with DIBt 
at no extra cost, making it suitable for low energy and passive houses with controlled ventilation systems.
Please always clarify conditions in advance with your chimney sweep.
• Optional fitting with ChimCat® catalytic converter (can also be easily retrofitted) extends the clean 
output range from 5 kW to 3.9 to 6 kW. This in combination with significantly reduced emissions 
levels make this  option the right choice for the environment.
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B² flex BOX
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B2 flex
Technical Data

11
0,
5 
cm

41,8 cm

12
5,
5 
cm

B²flex B²flex BOX

41,8 cm

A+

A+

Bullerjan B2flex
Tested nominal heat output (NHO)
Exhaust gas mass flow rate at NHO
Mean exhaust gas temperature
Delivery pressure
Mean CO2 content
CO content (13% O2)
CO content (13% O2)
Dust (13% O2)
Nox (13% O2)
Efficiency
EEI (Energy efficiency index)
Energy efficiency class

Unit
kW
g/s
°C
Pa
%
Vol.-%
mg/m3

mg/m3

mg/m3

%

with catalytic converter
3.9            6.0
4.66          5.13
252           277
12             12
7.38          9.47
0.034        0.021
419.9        260.0
29.9          28.9
90.0          95.4
84             86
112           115
A+              A+

without catalytic converter
5.0
4.11
223
12
10.47
0.094
1,172.9
36.9
79.3
88
118
A+

The B² flex complies with the directives of the regulations for small and medium-sized firing systems of the
German Federal Emissions Control Regulations Level I and II (BImSchV), the requirements in accordance
with Art. 15a for Austria and the Swiss Fire Safety Regulations.

Dimensions
Depth with straight front
Depth with rounded front
Width
Height
Weight
Weight with equipment ceramic
Weight with equipment sandstone
Weight with equipment soapstone
Depth of combustion chamber
Exhaust gas nozzle
Air supply nozzle
Height centre exhaust gas nozzle (approx.)
Distance rear wall/centre exhaust gas nozzle
Height centre air supply nozzle (approx.)
Distance from combustible materials
(sides/back/front)

B2flex
35.8 cm
41.1 cm
41.8 cm
110.5 cm
107.0 kg
126.6 kg
128.6 kg
135.0 kg
25.5 cm
Ø15 cm
Ø10 cm
100.0 cm
17.3 cm
38 cm
40/20/80 cm

B2flex BOX
35.8 cm
41.1
41.8 cm
125.5 cm
130.0 kg
163.6 kg
166.8 kg
176.4 kg
25.5 cm
Ø15 cm
Ø10 cm
113.5 cm
17.3 cm
51.5 cm
40/20/80 cm
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Der Bullerjan®Free Flow – the classic
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Typ 00
CLASSIC I equipment package 
on pedestal BOCK with wooden handles



Typ 01
CERAMIC equipment package
on pedestal WAL with wooden handles
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The Bullerjan®Free Flow

The Free Flow is a highly effective, reliable, safe and long-lasting
heating device. The outward functional form of the Free Flow has
remained unchanged for forty years now because it simply cannot
be improved upon as a design for a pure hot air stove. Having
 originally been conceived as a stand-alone wood-fired heating
 device – and often used as the only heat source – one of the key
qualities of the Free Flow hot air stove has always been the fast
and even heating of rooms. Lined with high-quality vermiculite,
the Free Flow 2017 (FF17) meets all emissions requirements
 currently in force in Germany and Europe.

Timeless and functional design
The striking and logical design of the Free Flow is so
 unique that it makes a positive statement in any sur -
roundings. It is equally at home in the countryside, in
town, or in the workshop. As such, the Free Flow also
stands out for the way its appearance and operation 
can be  adjusted. The combination of side-covers or stor -
age  ceramic, bases and handles allows you to design
your Free Flow to best suit you and the space where 
you  intend to install it. Different nominal heat output
 ratings (6.8 to 14.2 kW) allow it to be used not only in
small but also in very large spaces.

Storage ceramic
We offer to fit the Free Flow types 00 and 01 with 
hand made, heat storing ceramics from Bavaria. This
beautiful add-on looks great and stores the heat long
after the fire has gone out. The ceramics are available
in many different finishes and colours.

Unique heating properties
The Free Flow is a hot air stove in its purest form. Air
from the room is quickly heated in the convection pipes
without direct contact with the fire and rises up (ther-
mal convection effect). Cooler air from the room flows
up into the pipe and is also heated. The undetectable
flow of air created in this way spreads the heat immedi -
ately, quickly and evenly into the spaces to be heated.
Due to these exceptional heating qualities, the Free
Flow is often used in spaces with complex layouts, or 
in sporadically heated areas such as function rooms or
conservatories.

Bullerjan configuration tool
Please visit our website www.bullerjan.com and use our
configuration tool to view the currently available range
of pedestals, handles and side-covers and combine
them in line with your requirements.



Typ 02
CLASSIC I equipment package 
on pedestal BOCK with wooden handles
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The history of the Bullerjan®Free Flow

The story begins in 1975 in the cold winter of Vermont with the
inventor Eric Darnell. Despite using a brand new, state of the 
art wood burning stove, he could not get his improvised home
to heat up comfortably. At this time, Darnell made part of his
 living by installing specially curved steel pipes in open fireplaces
to improve their heating performance without using electric
blowers. To achieve this he made use of the natural fact that
warm air rises (thermal convection effect). The experience that
he gained doing this combined with the analysis of the weaknesses
of his current stove gave rise to the idea of the Free Flow.

Within a week the idea had been turned into the first
prototype – its heating power was spectacular. Thanks to
the Free Flow, Darnells draughty home was now evenly
warm all over. Today he is still heating his entire house in
Vermont with a first-generation Free Flow.

On a business trip in the early 1980s Erhard Knöfler – an
entrepreneur with experience of the heating business –
discovered the Free Flow in a Canadian loggers’ bar. At
this time, the Free Flow was manufactured in Canada.
 Erhard Knöfler met Eric Darnell and shortly after started
by acquiring the European sales and distribution rights,
and subsequently also the patent for the stove.

Erhard Knöfler founded the sales and distribution com-
pany Energetec and named the Free Flow Bullerjan.

Since then, the Bullerjan Free Flow has proven itself
many thousands of times over. In Europe, the Bullerjan
name became famous due to its quality and unique
 heating performance. There were no large advertising
budgets – the good reputation of the Bullerjan brand
arose predominantly through recommendations of
 impressed Free Flow users and due to the passionate
dedication of the first Bullerjan dealers.

Since being passed on to the next generation in 2012,
the company now trades under the name of Bullerjan
GmbH. The company’s goal is to keep alive the creativity
and pioneering product approach of Eric Darnell as well
as the entrepreneurial integrity of Erhard Knöfler.

1977: Eric Darnell and his first production partners, 
Bob and Sherm Wilson



Typ 00
CLASSIC II equipment package 
on pedestal BOCK with wooden handles
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Free Flow 
Product features and technical details

Main features and design
• The epitome of a high-performance hot air/convection stove
• Nominal heat outputs: 6.8 kW (Type 00), 10 kW (Type 01) and 14.2 kW (Type 02)
• Very high efficiency factor of up to 81 percent.
• Choice of various heat-protective covers mode of steel, stainless steel and glass
• Hand-made Bavarian heat-storing ceramics in many colours available for type 00 and 01
• Handle versions in wood or steel (chromed or brass-plated)
• Different pedestals allow various designs and height settings
• Height adjusters in the pedestals (with the exception of Carré) allow the stove to be levelled on uneven floors

Function and quality – Made in Germany
• Extremely robust combustion chamber made of curved steel pipes
• Fire box lined with high-quality vermiculite
• Effective integrated window washing system
• Intuitive control of the fire using a precisely coordinated inflow of air
•Warranty extension (total 5 years) to the stove body on registering the product
• Comprehensive service offering by the Bullerjan specialist dealers or Bullerjan customer service

The Free Flow FF17 complies with the directives of the regulations for small and medium-sized firing systems
of the German Federal Emissions Control Regulations Level I and II, the requirements in accordance for 
Art. 15a for Austria and the Swiss Fire Safety Regulations.
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Produktübersicht – technical details
Free Flow FF17

A+ A A

Type 00, Classic I

Tested nominal heat output 
(NWL/NHO) 6.8 kW
Depth 63 cm
Width 53.1 cm
Width basic without any cover 44.3 cm
Height 63.8 cm
Weight 90 kg
Weight basic without any cover 83.2 kg
Weight with equipment Ceramic 162 kg
Depth of combustion chamber 37.4 cm
Exhaust gas nozzle Ø12 cm
Air supply nozzle Ø10 cm
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzle (approx.) ca. 47 cm
Height centre air supply
nozzle back (approx.) ca. 19.3 cm
Distance from combustible materials
(sides/back/front) 52/100/13 cm
Distance to sides for model basic 
without any cover 70 cm
Distance backwards from rear wall 54 cm
Distance backwards from the pipe 40 cm
Exhaust gas mass flow rate 
at NWL/NHO 9.7 g/s
Delivery pressure 12 Pa
Abgastemperatur/Stutzen 187°C
CO content (13% O2) 0.10 Vol.-%
CO content (13% O2) 1,250 mg/m3

Dust (13% O2) 28 mg/m3

Nox (13% O2) 126 mg/m3

Efficiency 81%
EEI (Energy efficiency index) 107
Energy efficiency class A+

Type 01, Classic I

Tested nominal heat output 
(NWL/NHO) 10.0 kW
Depth 72.1 cm
Width 60 cm
Width basic without any cover 51.9 cm
Height 66.9 cm
Weight 115 kg
Weight basic without any cover 107 kg
Weight with equipment Ceramic 187 kg
Depth of combustion chamber 46.5 cm
Exhaust gas nozzle Ø12 cm
Air supply nozzle Ø10 cm
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzle (approx.) ca. 50.3 cm
Height centre air supply
nozzle back (approx.) ca. 17.6 cm
Distance from combustible materials
(sides/back/front) 38/110/13 cm
Distance to sides for model basic 
without any cover 70 cm
Distance backwards from rear wall 51 cm
Distance backwards from the pipe 40 cm
Exhaust gas mass flow rate 
at NWL/NHO 9.8 g/s
Delivery pressure 12 Pa
Mittlere Abgastemperatur 242°C
CO content (13% O2) 0.08 Vol.-%
CO content (13% O2) 1,000 mg/m3

Dust (13% O2) 20 mg/m3

Nox (13% O2) 114 mg/m3

Efficiency 80%
EEI (Energy efficiency index) 106
Energy efficiency class A

Type 02, Classic I

Tested nominal heat output 
(NWL/NHO) 14.2 kW
Depth 86.5 cm
Width 65 cm
Width basic without any cover 56 cm
Height 80 cm
Weight 150 kg
Weight basic without any cover 140 kg
Weight with equipment Ceramic –
Depth of combustion chamber 60.5 cm
Exhaust gas nozzle Ø15 cm
Air supply nozzle Ø10 cm
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzle (approx.) ca. 60 cm
Height centre air supply
nozzle back (approx.) ca. 20.8 cm
Distance from combustible materials
(sides/back/front) 45/100/7 cm
Distance to sides for model basic 
without any cover 70 cm
Distance backwards from rear wall 55 cm
Distance backwards from the pipe 40 cm
Exhaust gas mass flow rate 
at NWL/NHO 11 g/s
Delivery pressure 12 Pa
Mittlere Abgastemperatur 289°C
CO content (13% O2) 0.10 Vol.-%
CO content (13% O2) 1,250 mg/m3

Dust (13% O2) 22 mg/m3

Nox (13% O2) 95 mg/m3

Efficiency 80%
EEI (Energy efficiency index) 106
Energy efficiency class A
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Type 00, Classic II
Pedestal BOCK

Stove depth 63 cm
Overall width 54.5 cm
Overall height 125.8 cm
Overall weight 111 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) ca. 109 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) ca. 81.2 cm

Type 00, Classic I
Pedestal WAL

Stove depth 63 cm
Overall width 66 cm
Overall height 99.8 cm
Overall weight 127 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) ca. 83 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) ca. 55.2 cm

Type 00, Ceramic (white)
Pedestal BOCK

Stove depth 63 cm
Overall width 61 cm
Overall height 125.8 cm
Overall weight 183 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) ca. 109 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) ca. 81.2 cm

Type 00, Flame
Pedestal CARRÉ

Stove depth 63 cm
Overall width 52.3 cm
Overall height 105.8 cm
Overall weight 113 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) ca. 89 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) ca. 61.2 cm

Type 01, Classic I
Pedestal BOCK

Stove depth 72.1 cm
Overall width 60 cm
Overall height 126.9 cm
Overall weight 138 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) ca. 111 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) ca. 77 cm

Type 01, Stainless steel
Pedestal RONDO

Stove depth 72.1 cm
Overall width 60 cm
Overall height 89.4 cm
Overall weight 132 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) ca. 73.5 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) ca. 39.5 cm

Free Flow 
Free Flow FF17 Type 00 – 6.8 kW

You are looking at a small selection of possible configurations: heat insulation covers, pedestals and handles
can be combined in any number of ways. Please visit our website to use our configuration tool to put
 together your Free Flow as you require.
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Typ 01, Keramik (Schwarz)
Podest BOCK

Ofentiefe 72,1 cm
Gesamtbreite 60 cm
Gesamthöhe 126,9 cm
Gesamtgewicht 210 kg
Höhe Mitte Abgasstutzen ca. 111 cm
Höhe Mitte Zuluftstutzen ca. 77 cm

Typ 01, Keramik (Weiß)
Podest WAL

Ofentiefe 72,1 cm
Gesamtbreite 69 cm
Gesamthöhe 102,9 cm
Gesamtgewicht 225 kg
Höhe Mitte Abgasstutzen ca. 87 cm
Höhe Mitte Zuluftstutzen ca. 53 cm

Typ 01, Klassik II
Podest CARRÉ

Ofentiefe 72,1 cm
Gesamtbreite 60 cm
Gesamthöhe 108,9 cm
Gesamtgewicht 138 kg
Höhe Mitte Abgasstutzen ca. 93 cm
Höhe Mitte Zuluftstutzen ca. 59 cm

Type 02, Classic I
Pedestal BOCK

Stove depth 86.5 cm
Overall width 70 cm
Overall height 140 cm
Overall weight 179 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) ca. 120 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) ca. 80.8 cm

Type 02, Classic II
Pedestal BOCK

Stove depth 86.5 cm
Overall width 70 cm
Overall height 140 cm
Overall weight 179 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) ca. 120 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) ca. 80.8 cm

Type 02, Stainless steel
Pedestal BOCK

Stove depth 86.5 cm
Overall width 70 cm
Overall height 140 cm
Overall weight 179 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) ca. 120 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) ca. 80.8 cm

Typ 01 – 10,0 kW, Typ 02 – 14,2 kW



B4 Keramik+ in glossy honey
with tea-shelf 
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